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MACNA 2010 – Executive Summary 

 

The Marine Aquarium Conference of North America (MACNA) annual trade show was held this 

year in Orlando, Florida, USA (www.macna2010.com).  The PNG SEASMART program 

attended the show, where it maintained a large display booth.  In attendance was the 

SEASMART Program Director David Vosseler, as well as three (3) PNG SEASMART staff 

members (Philip Sokou, Selma Pamolak and Simeon Dirble), two (2) expat SEASMART 

manager/trainers (Facility Manager-Mark Schreffler and Mariculture, Aquaculture, and 

Restoration Manager (Dan Navin), three members of the PNG NFA board (Board Chair - Paul 

Nivori, Bede Tomokita, and Tawoi Songoro), and the First Secretary to the PNG minister of 

Fisheries (Felix Tapie).  Also joining the team were Judy Vosseler from EcoEZ Inc. and Jordon 

Ross a volunteer marine biologist from the US dive industry.  

 

The attendance at the MACNA 2010 Trade Show by members of the NFA Board was a first for 

the industry. Their representation showed to everyone there, PNG’s commitment to developing 

this trade the right way. The people at the trade show responded with great enthusiasm to their 

presence and performance. They performed exceptionally well, gaining many converts to the 

PNG cause of sustainable and equitable development of the marine aquarium trade. We were 

overwhelming successful at MACNA 2010, and a lot of this was due to the hard work and effort 

of the individual Board members making their way around the show or manning the PNG 

SEASMART booth, talking to literally 100’s of people individually and in groups about Papua 

New Guinea as a country and our efforts in developing a sustainable and equitable trade in 

PNG. They were a critical component to PNG’s presentation and representation at the show. 

 

Due to budget constraints Kema Mailu (SEASMART Program Assistant Director) and Chris Beta 

(Fisher and Fishery Development Team Manager) chose to stay back but to continue to send 

our three most experienced young marine biologists. They performed admirably at the show. 

 

MACNA 2010 was an extraordinary success for Papua New Guinea, the SEASMART Program, 

and the marine aquarium industry as a whole.  As the largest MACNA on record, about 1500 

hundred people were in attendance for the banquet alone.  Over the duration of the three-day 

conference, it was made clear that the PNG SEASMART program was the highlight of the trade 

show.   
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Aquarium hobbyists and industry reps from all over North America (and the world) traveled to 

MACNA, many with the primary intention of learning more about the SEASMART activities in 

Papua New Guinea, and meeting Papua New Guinean SEASMART staff attending the show.  

Our PNG SEASMART staff worked long hours with great enthusiasm and professionalism, 

speaking to hundreds of people over the course of the trade show about the SEASMART 

program, Papua New Guinea. and PNG’s future in the trade. 

 

During the course of the show, hundreds of hobbyists and businesses alike approached the 

SEASMART booth to convey a message of support for the SEASMART program. Joy to finally 

see a country and a government (NFA) managing its marine aquarium resources in the right 

way, and interest in having PNG marine aquarium life to sell (as a retailer or 

importer/wholesaler) or put in their home aquarium (hobbyist) were the two overarching themes 

of discussion.  We also received expressions of interest from SeaWorld and another smaller 

privately owned public aquarium to display PNG marine life. 

 

PNG aquarium organisms currently comprise a very small portion of the total market of the 

marine aquarium trade.  Presently exporting only 500 kg/week (+-35 boxes), PNG supplies are 

just a “drop in the bucket” in the global marine aquarium trade, which is primarily supplied by 

Philippines and Indonesia, who export thousands of kg/day. One of our primary buyers (SDC) 

alone imports 1500 boxes a week. It was made clear to us that that substantial market growth 

potential was there, if species mix and volumes improved (Provincial expansion). 

 

By the end of the trade show however, it was quite evident that the marine aquarium animals 

from PNG hold the highest demand in the trade.  Hobbyists and businesses alike were asking 

when the first corals would be available, and inquiring on where and how they could go about 

obtaining PNG fish and corals for their home or business.  Aquarium life importers throughout 

the USA, as well as Canada, Central America, and Europe all expressed strong interest in 

placing regular orders for fish and corals from PNG (See Annex for a draft list of interested 

marine life buyers and dry goods product producers). Full report on market opportunities to be 

produced. 

 

From the MACNA show, it was obvious that the extreme demand for PNG marine aquarium life 

is being driven by two main elements:  First, the demand for sustainably produced and equitably 

traded organisms.  The end retail buyers of marine aquarium fish and corals want to see their 

dollars going toward an industry source that is responsibly managing the reef resource and not 

contributing to environmental degradation. This coupled with giving villagers a chance to have a 
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sustained improvement their livelihoods were the two primary feel-good components of industry 

interest in PNG.   

 

The second and equally (or most) important aspect of the demand for PNG marine aquarium life 

was the quality of the product reaching the market. PNG marine aquarium life has earned a 

reputation for being the highest quality, healthiest, most beautiful fish in the market.  People 

can’t wait to get more, and are eagerly awaiting the widespread availability of the best marine 

aquarium animals in the market: the PNG SEASMART animals. Most were pleased at how 

affordable PNG’s marine aquarium life actually was. 
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MACNA 2010 – Field Report 

 

The SEAMART program attended all three days of the MACNA trade show. While there, the 

SEASMART program set up and manned a large, three sided/directional display booth, which 

utilised dynamic images to highlight PNG’s aquarium organisms, SEASMART training activities, 

and PNG’s varied culture. The booth also included four (4) two (2) meter high banners covering 

different aspects of PNG’s developing industry. (See Annex 2 for photos of the display, banners 

and booth space.) 

 

In front of the SEASMART display, a 42” high definition TV played video from PNG on a loop, 

allowed attendees of the show to view footage of PNG’s rich marine life, interesting culture, and 

an overview of SEASMART activities.  Passersby’s were captivated by the footage, and at any 

given time during the show, a small audience was gathered around the TV, eyes glued to the 

footage of a marine paradise unknown to them. 

 

The chance to talk with someone from Papua New Guinea, especially an expert in the PNG 

trade was an obvious highlight for many people visiting the booth. Our PNG representatives 

from the SEASMART staff, NFA Board reps, and the First Secretary responded with gusto and 

contributed mightily to the general and increasing enthusiasm for all things PNG and 

SEASMART at the trade show. This was the first time that a source country or government of 

marine aquarium life has sent representatives to a MACNA show, and attendees of the show 

were thrilled to get the chance to speak with these people coming from the other side of the 

world.  

 

Over the course of the three-day conference, hundreds of people approached the booth to get 

information on where and how they could order PNG fish and corals, and numerous contacts 

were made for buyers around the world wanting to order the PNG product. 

 

Twenty-eight (28) people signed up to intern or volunteer to work with the SEASMART in PNG. 

There were many skilled individuals on the list. This is part of the SEASMART’s industry 

exchange program designed to raise direct awareness and interest in the industry about the 

SEASMART program.  To date, the individuals from the trade that have visited our program 

have contributed to the advancement of the trade in PNG through the exchange of technical 

skills and market demand information. Even more  people also signed up to receive 

SEASMART’s e-newsletter. 
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On the evening of the second day of the conference, a large dinner banquet was held, with 

approximately 1500 people in attendance. The keynote presentation slot of this dinner banquet 

was awarded to the SEASMART program, and David Vosseler presented a 20-minute speech 

on the SEASMART program.  David’s well-received speech was a message of hope for the 

marine aquarium trade.  A message that the trade can be sustainable, equitable, and be the 

most powerful coral reef conservation tool on the planet.  David explained how the SEASMART 

program is the model for the future of the trade.   

 

David’s talk was followed by a 30-minute video, which summarized SEASMART activities, and 

highlighted the beauty of PNG’s pristine reef systems and rich culture.  The video received a 

standing ovation from the crowd, and was said to even make some people cry at the site of the 

great work that is being achieved in PNG. Most marine aquarium hobbyists and industry people 

have a strong passion for their animals and for coral reefs and fishers in general. 

 

The two raffle winners of the trip to PNG were ecstatic with the second winner reduced to tears 

of joy. She had made the trip to MACNA specifically to learn more about the SEASMART 

Program and enter the raffle (she first learned about the SEASMART Program at our booth in 

MACNA 2009 in Atlantic City New Jersey). The MACNA 2010 raffle was one of the biggest in 

history with the PNG prize garnering 1000’s of tickets purchased. This was a very good 

promotional effort of PNG and its developing industry on behalf of the SEASMART Program. 

 

By the end of the three-day trade show, the PNG SEASMART Program was all the talk.   

Reporters from different online blogging sites were interviewing SEASMART staff, and articles of 

the SEASMART program were being launched onto various internet publications.  People could 

not get enough of PNG and the SEASMART program, and buyers from around the world are 

lined up, awaiting the PNG products. 

 

In conclusion, PNG’s attendance at this MACNA was the culmination of the EcoEZ 

SEASMART program’s development efforts over the three-year trial period. EcoEZ and the 

SEASMART Program efforts to build the basis of a viable and sustainable marine aquarium 

industry are possibly to be best judged by the size of the market generated interested in buying 

PNG product.  To this end, EcoEZ and the SEASMART Program have been successful beyond 

all contracted requirement measurements. The future of PNG’s marine aquarium industry is one 

of high, long-term sustained growth. This future, however, depends on NFA’s and PNG’s long-

term commitment to the principles, and management and training systems of the SEASMART 

Program, and providing managerial, technical and financial integration and support required to 
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ensure rapid and sustainable Provincial industry growth. Papua New Guinea’s role as a leader 

in the marine aquarium trade, sustainable local resource management, and coral reef 

conservation is being built now. 

 

 

Visit to Importers/Wholesalers in Los Angeles California, USA 

 

After the MACNA show in Orlando, the team proceeded to Los Angeles, California to pay a visit 

to three major customers of PNG marine aquarium life.  We toured their expansive fish and coral 

holding systems.  Each were very large facilities, with holding capacity many times that of our 

POM facility.  In these facilities, fish and corals from tropical seas all over the world were being 

held, awaiting shipment to their final retail destinations.   

 

PNG fish were present in these facilities, however their numbers were very small in comparison 

to the numbers of fish from other source countries.  This is due in part to the fact that PNG only 

exports a relatively small amount (in comparison to Indonesia or the Philippines), but also in 

great part as expressed by our facility guides, because the PNG fish are in such high demand 

that they do not remain in the holding warehouses for more than a day or two. 

 

All of these importers expressed much interest in purchasing higher volumes of PNG fish, and 

are also are excited to start receiving PNG corals.  PNG is currently export ing between 500-600 

kg of fish per week, and at present, does not export any corals although we (SEASMART and 

the FMA community coral ladies) are preparing 1000’s of coral frags for sale in the upcoming 

Christmas season market. Any future growth in PNG marine aquarium life sales will require 

greatly increased species mix and volumes through rapid and sustained provincial expansion 

and the continued development and enlargement of the POM-based central processing facility. 

 

The current demand for PNG marine aquarium fish and corals currently far exceeds the supply.  

Buyers in the LA area are capable of importing thousands of kg/day, and have pledged to order 

much more from PNG as our export potential increases.  As the SEASMART program is able to 

increase the export volume, the profitability of the marine aquarium trade in PNG will come to 

fruition.  At the current SEASMART central facility, an export level of 125-135 boxes per week is 

required for the facility to break even.  

 

Buyers in just the LA area of the US alone are capable and willing to order well over 500 boxes 

of fish and corals per week. They are all interested in receiving product from PNG of the same 
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quality and under the same management and fisher collection and holding methods as presently 

done. There is very little interest in a product from PNG that is the same as what they can 

possibly get cheaper from Indonesia and the Philippines. Marine aquarium life produced through 

the SEASMART system is what they are most interested in. 

 

The attendance at MACNA and follow on visits to our buyers in LA, allowed the SEASMART 

program to better realize the true value and enormous potential of the North American market 

especially in the East and Southern areas of the USA. The trip also confirmed that our market 

promotional activities leading up to MACNA were effective and followed closely by many in the 

trade. Developing better flight connections and lower shipping costs to these new market areas 

will deepen PNG’s market outreach. 

 

Once the PNG SEASMART program is capable of shipping to the entire USA, Canada, and 

Europe, the market for PNG fish and corals can exceed 1000 boxes of fish, invertebrates and 

corals per week.  In order to meet this demand potential, PNG will need to take a longterm and 

consistent approach to the expansion of the marine aquarium fishery to the Provinces.  The 

construction and scheduled privatization of efficient and profitable feeder facilities in Provinces 

will be key to market growth. The central POM export and training facility will also require annual 

expansion to meet increasing supply and demand. 

 

In conclusion, the SEASMART program definitely is coming into this trade at exactly the right 

time, to be the “golden knight” in a sea of corrupt and questionable competition.  MACNA 

showed that there definitely exists an enormous group of people that are ready to see a change 

in the marine aquarium industry.  These people are tired of supporting questionable operations 

in source countries that exploit their marine resources and offer little compensation to their own 

people.  The vast majority of the marine aquarium trade wants to see their dollars go toward a 

program that supports coral reef conservation, and helps to generate income for resource 

owners at the village level .  An overwhelming amount of support is coming to the SEASMART 

program, and this support is being expressed in the form of huge demand for the PNG marine 

aquarium life.   
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NATIONAL PNG SEASMART STAFF ATTENDEES 

MACNA 2010, ORLANDO REPORT 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

MACNA is the Marine Aquarium Conference of North America and has been held every year for 

the last 22 years. It was a conference of North Americans who traded in Marine Aquarium. 

SEASSMART’S participation was for the introduction of the Program to the Market and also to 

learn from leaders in this industry what it takes to be actively involved in this trade. It was 

important for SEASMART to be present since the United States is by far the major importer of 

our marine aquarium products. 

 

MACNA EXHIBITS, PRODUCTS AND DISPLAYS 

The MACNA show itself was surprisingly huge. 

There were different players in the trade there to 

showcase their products. It involved 

manufactures, retailers, wholesalers, exporters, 

importers, hobbyists and the list goes on and on. 

It was just mind boggling to actually see how 

huge the industry was and the passion of 

individual hobbyists who are the actual drivers of 

this huge industry. It was a huge and colourful 

event ever we have attended. The host ORCA 

were amazing and instrumental in the smooth 

running of the Orlando MACNA. There were over 

a hundred different companies (vendors) that 

attended this year’s MACNA. Many different 

products and species of marine plants and 

animals were exhibited at the MACNA. Almost all 

species of fish we know in the industry, corals 

both (aquaculture and mariculture and frags of all 

sizes) as well as live rock, seaweed (algae), 

seagrass and mangroves, different lighting systems, books and magazines, animal feeds (food), 

tools, medicines, jewellery and a thousand more other products that were displayed for sale. 
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Again it was breathtaking for us to see the many products and technologies displayed. Everyone 

of them were both fascinating and educational to us.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

TALKS AND PRESENTATIONS 

We had the opportunity to have gone for talks and presentations by well-known aquarists, 

breeders and top notch in the marine aquarium industry. Over 40 speaking sessions covering 

almost every issue involved with the Marine aquarium trade, including its past, present, future 

development, newer technologies, many 

were educational and professional. We 

were fortunate to have taken time off from 

our busy booth and attended some of the 

talks. We were amazed by Ret Talbots 

presentation of SEASMART and PNG as 

well as others like Matt Pedersen who is 

the breeder of our ambassador of our 

maroon clownfish.  

 

WHAT QUESTIONS ASKED  

There was an overwhelming number of hobbyist, retailers’ customers and fans who came by 

daily at the SEASMART booth and asked so many questions. Being able to listen to those 

questions and answering them is both learning and fascinating for us. Apart from asking us the 

kind of work we do for the SEASMART and how we do them, we were also surprised by many 

others as well, questions like; 

 

 Where in the world is Papua New Guinea? 

 How many different languages we speak? 

 How vast is the reefs of Papua New Guinea? 
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 How many provinces in PNG?  

 Where and how can we buy PNG fish? 

 What’s the price of corals and fish? 

The above questions and many others that was asked of PNG gave us an indication that the 

marine aquarium hobbyist are yet to fully understand PNG, its resources and people, this gives 

us a challenge and also an opportunity to be able to present PNG convincingly to the vast 

marine aquarium hobbyist and reefers out there whom are now (after the MACNA 2010) eager 

to buy directly to PNG. The impression of SEASMART at MACNA was highly received by many 

who attended and we would like to admit that it was a wonderful experience for us nationals to 

be congratulated, greeted, shook hands with many people whom were impressed with what 

SEASMART was doing.  

 

INTERVIEWS 

We had three interviews; one was with Mr Brian Blank from the reef builders, the content of 

which was posted on the Internet on their blog sites and discussion forum. The other one was 

with Mr. Joe Aromando from the group TANKS whom basically interviewed us about the kind 

work we do in the program, use of equipments and training, and how we work with the local 

villages and communities. The 

third was with a group called 

REEF ADDICTS whom were 

interested in us becoming part 

of the Reef Addicts online 

resource community for refers 

by refers information feed. They 

found our program (seasmart) 

to be interesting and wanted 

one or two of us to join in their 

blog sites and keep the rest 

updated on the latest of 

Seasmart program in PNG 

 

AT THE SEASMART BOOTH 

Three of us took part in explaining to the hobbyists, customers, fans and everyone who came to 

our booth wanting to know what the SEASMART program is doing back in PNG. The use of 

equipments displayed, how we do training, survey work and almost everything that we 
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presented. We even had people coming up to us 

and saying, “we/I’m a big fan of seasmart” or 

even better people just being there at our booth 

watching in awe our seasmart video. Thanks to 

Dan many were able to understand what we’re 

saying to them through the video. They took 

away with them so many SEASMART posters, 

brochures, t-shirts and pictures. Our booth was 

colourful and was located right in front of the 

MACNA showroom door.  A great many people 

visited, it was amazing!  

 

The SEASMART team were there to promote the 

program and actually show case that there was a 

sustainable and environmentally friendly program 

that existed as compared to the existing ones 

that a destructive in nature from our region. 

During the duration of the show we got the 

attention of a lot of people that attended.  A lot of 

them don’t even know where Papua New Guinea 

is.  They were so impressed that there was a 

program like SEASMART that existed. They 

were actually surprised to see representatives from Papua New Guinea present to talk about the 

program. Hearing things from our perspective was so impressive to them. Some of the 

questions they asked where, “what was special about the SEASMART program?”, “from a local 

perspective what good will it bring”, and “ is it possible to run a program like SEASMART 

successfully?” etc.  

 

MAJOR IMPORTERS IN LOS ANGELES 

The tour of the importer facilities in LA was educational to us. Maintaining quality control in such 

a massive warehouse was of paramount issue providing for health and safe handling of the 

thousand organisms coming in almost weekly to the facilities. We visited Sea Dwelling 

Creatures (SDC), Underwater World and Pacific Aqua Farms. All three are our major importers. 

It was amazing to have seen the different systems (fish, inverts, corals and clams, 

acclimatization, packing and bagging) and especially the use of cutting edge technologies 
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employed in those systems to maintain high quality animals and practice. To be able to actually 

see our PNG fish sitting in those facilities is rewarding to us. 

 

OUR LEARNING EXPERIENCE AND INSIGHTS 

We’ve learned that so many marine aquarium hobbyists whom not only support aquaculture and 

mariculture products but also sustainable wild collection and harvest, like what SEASMART is 

doing. This in itself is a good thing to feel about, as it is more important for PNG that many 

people will still support or buy ornamental resources from, providing that we do it sustainably. 

This in itself is a good message to bring across to the villagers and communities. Towards the 

end of the show people were so impressed that they actually said to come visit Papua New 

Guinea. So not only did we promote SEASMART marine aquarium products we were also able 

to promote PNG as a tourist destination. Seeing our promotional videos about our work and the 

reefs we have here the culture and tradition plus the ever-friendly smiling faces lured a lot 

wanting to visit PNG. 

 

To have met many aquarium hobbyist and being able talk to them, to hear what they saying and 

how they liked our program is amazing feeling. We have met many hobbyists we hear about and 

to be physically meeting them is rewarding. We were privileged to actually see the different 

stakeholders involved in the marine aquarium trade cycle and to learn the different processes 

involved in the cycle. 

 

Many people would like to buy PNG products, and it’s a worthy challenge to be able to supply 

them with quantity and quality marine aquarium products. The need to expand to other 

provinces and supply our customers’ variety is now pressing. Our challenge to find shorter flight 

routes into Los Angeles is something also needing. It has seemed to us that there is many 

hobbyists from the eastern American nations whom have had a taste of Caribbean are now 

turning their attention to PNG. And this is a wealthy customer base for SEASMART to supply 
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It was also important the NFA board and Minister’s first secretary to have attended the MACNA 

2010 event. We believe the SEASMART impression and the reception at the booth and among 

the hobbyist and interviews they were part of have given them invaluable insights into how 

valuable this fishery is to a developing Island nation like PNG, the challenges involved, its 

viability given PNG country context.  We hoped that each of the board member and the 

ministers secretary to present their experience in supportive of our Seasmart programme to their 

respective government departments. 
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Annexes 

Annex 1: Los Angeles Industry Visit Report Notes by Senior SEASMART 

Team Managers 

 

Under Water World – Mark met with Chris Fesperman.  Chris expressed commitment in 

continued purchases and was very excited about purchasing PNG cultured corals. Also 

mentioned that Euphyllia sp corals are always good sellers, as are some of the bright colored 

soft corals.  By the time the rest of the team visited UWW, Chris was no longer with them and 

we were met by his replacement Mike. Mike expressed similar interest and commitment as 

Chris. 

 

Pacific Aqua Farms pledged to buy 65 boxes of PNG fish and corals per week, as soon as the 

SEASMART program is capable of exporting that amount.  They also committed to becoming a 

distributor PNG product of 150 boxes a week if a distributor fee could be worked out. 

 

PAF also said that the coral market is tricky.  What is hot right now, will not be hot tomorrow.  

Right now, the Echinophyllia sp “chalice” corals are all the rave, but by the time we get a bunch 

ready for sale, they might not be very popular.  It seems you have to grow corals one step 

ahead of the market.  Grow corals that are new, rare, and will be able to create excitement when 

they hit the market. 

Dave Palmer also expressed his support of our program, and said he is more than willing to 

provide tips and advice on coral mariculture efforts. 

 

Sea Dwelling Creatures said they are always on the lookout for new, hot corals.  Acans and 

scolymia are very popular, and these mostly come from Australia.  We should be able to find 

these corals in our southern PNG waters. 

 

Mark met with Brad and discussed coming season.  Brad stated SDC would likely be ordering 3 

to 4 shipments per month; 40 boxes per shipment for the remaining year with strong interest to 

expand their buying as we improve species mix and volumes and add corals to our price list. 

SDC is presently importing about 1500 boxes per week of fish and coral from around the world.  

 

SDC also mentioned that they are setting up a serious facility in Fiji, with the potential to export 

huge (?unknown) quantity of fish and corals.  They are also re-establishing coral mariculture 
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efforts there, and have recently acquired the top clam farmer from the Marshall Islands to 

establish a clam farm in Fiji.  

 

SDC also mentioned that they would be happy to help us along with coral mariculture or with 

getting supplies, as they recently sent a large container full of aquarium system supplies to Fiji. 
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Annex 2: Contacts made at MACNA by Senior SEASMART Team Managers  

 

Reef Wholesale – Met with Patrick Foster, who is interested in ordering Fish and Corals from 

PNG. He is based in Toronto, Canada, and expressed a need to have our fish shipped direst to 

the East Coast.  Sad that he would never order from importers in LA, because everything gets 

“cherry picked.” 

 

Fish Heads Inc – Met with Gareth Scott, VP, and he wants to order corals from PNG.  They are 

doing their own coral aquaculture, but they definitely want PNG brood stock. 

 

Reef Brite – Met with Joy Meadows.  She hooked us up with free lighting, and is avid supporter 

of SS. 

 

Coral Restoration Foundation – Met with Ken Nedimyer, and he displayed great interest in 

collaborating with us to lend a hand with reef restoration activities.  Discussed possibilities of 

him coming to PNG, and also us sending some staff to the Fl Keys to learn from their operation. 

 

Mote Marine Laboratory – Martin Moe, avid marine aquarist who is currently working on 

Diadema urchin culture to help reseed the Caribbean expressed great support for our program, 

and offered to assist us anytime. 

 

Pacific Island Imports – Joe Stieble.  Did not meet him as he was not at MACNA, but this guy 

is supposedly one of the best trans shippers in the industry.  East coast buyers said he has very 

low mortality rates.  Could be a possible option for getting fish to East coast of US. 

 

Reef Builders  -Met with Jake Adams and Brian Banks.  They are real supporters of the SS 

program, and want to run continued coverage of our operations.  Brian said that they really want 

more pics of corals, and some short videos that they can post. 

 

Sunlight Supply Inc – Met with Dean Taper, east coast sales manager, and discussed possibly 

getting large lighting systems that we could use for in land coral holding system.  Dean seemed 

willing to hook us up with a good deal.  These lights are probably the most ideal for our 

application. 
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Coral Morphologic – Met with Colin Foord, who expressed real interest in getting PNG corals.  

Female employee studying abroad in Australia expressed interest in SS internship.   

 

Midwest Coral Farms – want PNG corals 

 

Coral Reef – Javier Molina, based in Madrid Spain, wants PNG stuff bad.  Needs to be able to 

get shipments to Madrid. 

 

Aqua Terra Distributors LLC. –  Importer/wholesaler - Met with Mr. Ben Rosler, owner.  Ben 

contacted us before MACNA expressing great interest in purchasing from SEASMART.   Ben 

has affiliates in Cebu for possible transshipment.  Both parties to research routes and rates to 

JFK in New York.   

 

BASF – Chemical Company - Met with Christine E. Williams, Research Scientist.  Christine 

expressed interest in purchasing marine products from PNG like seaweeds, etc for commercial 

use. 

 

Sustainable Aquatics – Wholesaler/Aquaculture - Met with Kevin Gaines and Dana Bolden.  

SA is interested in purchasing from SEASMART; but especially interested in post larval fish in 

large quantities.  Mark to discuss with DV & RR. 

 

AquaTouch – Pheonix Arizona Retailer – Met with Michael Janes – President.  Michael has 

not ordered PNG marine aquarium life as of yet, but expressed great interest in doing so after 

learning about the SEASMART.  I provided Michael with a list of wholesalers carrying our stock. 

 

Fauna Marin -  Importer/aquacutlurist in Germany – Met with Claude Schuhmacher – 

General Manager.  Claude expressed great interest in buying PNG SEASMART marine 

aquarium life, especially cultured corals.  Mark to consult with Qantas on latest routes/rates to 

Germany. 

 

Ice Cap Inc. – Lighting manufacturer -  Met with Laura Birenbaum, Vice President.  Laura 

offered discounted lighting systems to SEASMART should we decide to purchase lighting for 

indoor aquaculture. 

 

Proaquatix – Aquaculturists – Met with Fabricio Bueno.  Fabricio expressed interest in 

purchasing larval and post larval marine aquarium organisms from SEASMART.  Mark to 

discuss with DV & RR. 
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A & M Aquatics – Importer/wholesaler in Lansing, Michigan – Met with Brian Wagner- 

Purchasing/Buyer.  Brian expressed great interest in purchasing from SEASMART.  Mark to re-

examine rates/routes to Chicago & Detriot. 

 

CORAL  Magazine – Met with James Lawrence – Editor/Publisher.  James expressed 

commitment to continue assisting and promoting PNG SEASMART. 

 

DR Imports – Importer/wholesaler – Met with Robert Kelton, owner.  Robert expressed great 

interest in purchasing PNG SEASMART organisms.  Mark to re-examine routes & rates to 

Florida. 

 

SeaChem – Manufacturer – Met with Amanda Neese & Michael Sanders – Sales & Education 

Specialist.  Michael provided us with sample chemicals/medications for trial.  One is an 

ammonia neutralizer for potential use in shipping bags.  Will trial and keep all managers posted. 

 

Segrest Farms – Importer/wholesaler – Met with Sandy Moore, VP and Quinton Segrest.  

Both expressed great interest in purchasing from PNG SEASMART.  Mark to re-examine 

routes/rates to Florida. 

 

Exotic Reef Imports – Importer/wholesaler – El Sugundo, California – Met with Justin 

Credabel.  Justin expressed great interest in purchasing cultured corals from SEASMART.  

Justin stated that we should consider offering greater ranges of sizes.  He stated that small, 

inexpensive frags were most popular.  Mark to discuss further with Dan. 

 

Oceans Secrets – Florida Importer/wholesaler – Oceans Secrets expressed great interest in 

purchasing from PNG SEASMART.  Mark to re-examine routes/rates to Florida. 

 

Reef Builders.com – Met with Brian Blank & Jake Adams.  Brian asked for  interviews of staff.  

He mostly asked about experience within the industry, and how the program with is benefitting 

PNG.  Brian expressed commitment to continued support of SEASMART. 

 

Panorama Alam Tropika – Met with Siong Suwandi, an exporter of fish and corals from Indo 

who also imports in LA.  He really wants PNG fish and corals, says he is well aware that PNG 

has marine life that can be found nowhere else. 
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Boston Aqua Farms – Met with Jon Simmons, and we discussed different coral base 

production options.  He is going to work out a price quote for sequentially numbered ceramic 

discs for our use.  Jon also donated 20 large coral fragging tools, as well as a few soft coral 

sheers, super glue, and epoxy putty.  

 

Reef Hobbyist Magazine – Met with Harry Tung, President, and he discussed interest in 

running stories on our Program.  They are a free magazine, with an audience of over 40,000 

readers. 

 

That Fish Place –  World’s largest retailer of aquarium fish.  Met with Cory Shank, person in 

charge of ordering livestock for TFP.  He displayed much enthusiasm to start ordering PNG fish, 

and I informed him of where he can find our products (SDC, UWW, PAF…).  Very interested in 

PNG corals.  I gave them many rolls of posters that they could hang up in their expansive fish 

room. 

 

Michigan (US State) Retailers Visited by Mark Schreffler – August 10 & 16, 2010 

 Blue Fish –Wyoming, Michigan – Met with Ben VanDinther, owner.   Ben has been 

purchasing PNG Marine Aquarium Life for several months now.  He raves about 

PNG Clownfish and other species as well.  Ben expressed commitment in continued 

purchases of PNG marine aquarium life. 

 

 Mothers Reef – Parchmount, Michigan – Met with Lynne Bennet, owner.  Mothers 

Reef has not purchased PNG Marine Aquarium Life to date, but has however heard 

more and more about SEASMART and quality of PNG fish.  Lynne has expressed 

interest in trying PNG marine aquarium life in their store. 

 

Pennsylvania (US State) Retailer Visited by Dan Navin – August 2010 

 That Fish Place – That Fish Place claims the title of the largest retailer of aquarium 

fish in the world.  I used to work there, so I paid a visit and met with management.  

One thing that I found concerning was that they did not have any PNG fish in stock, 

and didn’t really know whet the meaning was behind having a PNG fish.  They just 

said that PNG stuff was pricier than Indo or Philippine stuff that they get in.  I told 

them all about our program, and told them that we could provide them with posters to 

help educate their staff and customers on what it means to see the label ”PNG”  on a 

fish’s price tag. 
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They had a booth at MACNA, and I supplied them with many rolls of Posters.   

 

 

Annex 3: List of Materials Donated to SEASMART at MACNA Show 

 

Reef Brite 

12 inch LED light fixture –  

retail value – 150.00 USD 

 

Twin Arch Metal Hailde Light Bulb –  

Retail value – 100.00 USD 

 

24 inch LED Light Strips X 2 

12 inch LED light strips X 3 

Retail Value – 200.00 USD 

 

Eco-tech marine 

MP-10 water pump 

Retail value: 250.00 USD (we purchased for 100.00 USD) 

 

Boston Aqua Farms 

Coral Cutters X 20 

Retail Value – 300.00 USD plus 
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Annex 4: List of Websites 

 

www.reefaddicts.com 

http://www.reefaddicts.com/content.php/205-On-Location-with-the-SEASMART-Program-from-

PNG 

 

SEASMART Facebook Page 

http://www.Facebook.com/Seasmart.EcoEZ 

 

www.reefbuilders.com  

http://reefbuilders.com/2010/09/11/macna-purely-hobbyist-point-view/ 

http://reefbuilders.com/2010/09/09/macna-2010-rocked/ 

http://reefbuilders.com/2010/09/03/seasmart-brings-piece-png-macna/ 

http://reefbuilders.com/2010/09/07/matt-pedersens-macna-xxii/ 

 

www.masna.org  

http://www.masna.org/IntheNews/tabid/400/ArticleType/ArticleView/ArticleID/2361/Default.aspx 

http://www.masna.org/IntheNews/tabid/400/ArticleType/ArticleView/ArticleID/2337/Default.aspx 

http://www.masna.org/IntheNews/tabid/400/ArticleType/ArticleView/ArticleID/2391/Default.aspx 

 

www.reefthreads.com  

http://www.reefthreads.com/podcasts/rt04.mp3 

http://www.reefthreads.com/?p=180 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nDnA-fS-quM&feature=player_embedded 

 

www.Aquanerd.com 

http://blog.aquanerd.com/2010/09/random-photos-from-macna-2010.html 

 

www.BostonReefs.org 

http://www.bostonreefers.org/forums/showthread.php?102364-MACNA-2010-Debrief 

 

www.MASM.org 

http://www.masm.org/mForums/tm.aspx?m=41904&mpage=1#msgNum5 

 

www.talkingreef.com 

http://www.talkingreef.com/forums/major-conference-events/10710-macna-2010-report.html 
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www.homegenius.com 

http://homegenius.net/worldwide/reefnews-blog-archive-macna_4/www. 

 

www.ReefNews.eu 

http://www.reefnews.eu/?p=5580
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Annex 5: Photos of the MACNA 2010 Trade Show 

 

 Three Sided Booth Display 

  

 

 

 Banner Stands Covering Different Aspects of the PNG SEASMART Program 

     

 PNG SEASMART MACNA 2010 Information Table 
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 PNG SEASMART MACNA 2010 Special Edition T-Shirts  
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 PNG SEASMART Posters Distributed at MACNA 2010 
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